
GLYFA 2,80 €

VELESTINO 1,30 €

PELASGIA 3,70 € M. MONASTIRI 2,00 €

MOSCHOCHORI 4,30 € KILELER 2,60 €

MAKRYCHORI 2,70 € GYRTONI 0,80 €

LEPTOKARYA 3,40 € MAKRYCHORI 1,20 €

2,40 € EVANGELISMOS 1,30 €

PYRGETOS 1,80 €

PLATAMONAS 0,70 €

LEPTOKARYA 1,90 €

  When using the eway transponder, toll charges are the same either using an electronic or a manual lane.

  The eway transponder is provided and used free of charge.

  Toll fees apply solely to transactions using the eway transponder.

  The Moschochori Return program is offered only to light vehicles, with or without trailer and height up to 2.20m.(category 2) using a transponder.

Account balance messages:

     "Good"
The account balance is sufficient for future transactions. 

      "Low" 

      "Bad"

* Minimum balance requirements are multiplied according to the number of transponders that are linked to the subscription account.

  A minimum deposit of 20€ per transponder is required for the activation of the account.**

  Minimum account credit at manual lanes is 10€.

  Monthly statements/invoices are uploaded on your My eway account at the beginning of each month.

  Professionals and companies are notified by email that their statement is available in their account. 

  (only for program 2.2)

  Monthly itemised statements for individuals can be sent by post at an extra cost of 1€/month.

  (only for program 2.1)

   **Credit to be used for transactions. 

  Pricelist valid from 01/01/2024.

  The company retains the right to change its pricelist. Toll fees are inclusive of VAT 24%. 

  The consumer is not obliged to pay if the notice of payment (invoice-receipt) has not been received - Price Control Regulation 4/28.11.2012, Gov Gazette Β' 3313/12-12-2012.

  By subscribing to one of the discount programs of Aegean Motorway SA, subscribers are entitled to one transponder per vehicle/ license plate issued by the company. Aegean Motorway S.A. retains the right to unilateraly

  cancel the subscription account if it is found that the subscriber has acted in breach of this condition and has used more than one transponders issued by the company on the same vehicle. 

  

Frontal Toll Stations Ramp Toll Stations

KLEIDI 

Moschochori 1st Transaction Moschochori 2nd Transaction

                                             ✓   the MyΕway app which you can download from the App stores

Access and manage your eway account online via:

P  the www.myeway.gr website

4,30 € 0,86 € *

3,09 € *
The account balance should be topped up promptly. 

There is insufficient credit balance for any transactions to go through. 

*80% discount at your return transaction made within 10 hours 

When the carriage of variable load changes the category of the vehicle, only a manual lane should be used.

12,40 € *

The account balance should be topped up the soonest possible. 

The account balance is lower than the minimum credit balance required. 

PRICELIST FOR SUBSCRIPTION PROGRAM

MOSCHOCHORI RETURN 2.0, 2.1, 2.2 


